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“We’re Still Learning” 
Ariel Yoshitomi-Grey, Valedictorian 

 
Over the past four years, the Class of 

2020 has grown in many ways and is now 
well prepared to enter a new and challenging 
world. It was not that long ago that we were 
timid freshmen walking the circle drive, 
afraid to make eye contact with the teachers 
who would become so important to us. 
Today, we know more about who we are and 
who we hope to become, and we owe so 
much of this awakening to the teachers of Saint Ursula Academy. Like A. A. 
Milne’s beloved character Christopher Robin in his series of Winnie the Pooh 
books, they were always there to remind us that we are braver than we 
believed, stronger than we seemed, and smarter than we thought. However, 
it has come time for us to say goodbye to our own Hundred Acre Woods. 
Today we stand proud of our many accomplishments, undaunted by our 
occasional failures, and excited for what the future may hold. 

From the moment our teachers welcomed us into the overwhelming 
world of high school, they initiated the four year plan that would enable us 
to become the best possible versions of ourselves.  Our growth into young 
women of integrity, faith, and courage was a gradual yet inexorable journey 
led by experienced guides. Just like Christopher Robin and his band of 
friends, every day became a new adventure. Although we did not know it at 
the time, while we were writing five-paragraph essays, solving quadratic 
equations, and memorizing the steps of mitosis, we were becoming leaders, 
nurturers, prophets and thinkers. From the very beginning, our teachers 
were instilling in us the qualities that they knew we would use for the rest of 
our lives. 

As every character in A.A. Milne’s stories represent a unique human 
characteristic, from each of our teachers we learned ways to deal with life’s 
ups and downs. Some of our teachers were Tiggers.  

From them we learned to be enthusiastic about life. Watching teachers 
roll around in giant hamster balls and getting pied in the face taught us to 
enjoy the goofy times and not be so worried about appearances. Some 
teachers were Piglets who helped us find courage. We learned to be brave 
even when it scared us the most, changing the quiet girls of Freshman Acting 
into the amazing actresses who are showcased in the Saint Ursula Drama 
Productions. They built our confidence as leaders and took the time to 
moderate our clubs, from Self-Defense to Interalliance, allowing us to grow 
into more than just students. Through their example we grew to understand 
that you can’t stay in your corner of the Forest waiting for others to come to 
you, you have to go to them. Finally, from our Winnie the Pooh teachers we 
learned to be optimistic and look on the bright side. Even when struggling 
with theorems in math or a concept in chemistry, they motivated us to go 
after our goals whether that be a career in STEM or beyond. Throughout the 
last weeks of online classes, they sent us prayers and well wishes and were 
always ready to lend a helping hand. Their thoughtful emails and cheery 
morning videos reminded us of the brightness of our futures. 

As we prepare to leave the safety of these SUA woods, we are ready for 
what lies ahead because of these invaluable lessons. Our teachers made the 
unimaginable possible as they turned us into accomplished scholars, varsity 
athletes, and compassionate citizens of the world. Thank you for being such 
extraordinary role models and supporting us through it all. As Winnie the 
Pooh observed, “How lucky we are to have something that makes saying 
goodbye so hard.” 



CLASS OF 2020 
SENIOR WILLS 

 
Anna Ackerman 
 
Mina Adinehzadeh 
 
Mallory Adler 
The Ohio State University 
Exercise Science 
Hanna Freeman: eye contact, countdown to The Best Day  
Carina Oliverio: pleasant encounters in the lot, basketball  
skills 
Francie Pedoto: soft smiles, scavenger hunts, carrying on  
my legacy (jk) 
Tatum Scanlon: being the coolest shadow ever 
Shamia Strayhorn: my sister 
Elizabeth Volk: carrying the advisory 
Miller Advisory: winning mission collection, awkward  
silences, participation 
 
Stephanie Ahrnsen 
The Ohio State University 
Marketing 
Class of 2021: 4th quarter senior year 
Adreanna Oelrich: conversations after school in the study  
room, the Argalnauts, making sure the Convention talent  
show judges let us in, Dunkin Donuts iced latte, 
Pre-calculus memories 
Claire Dillard: OJCL, super fun service projects, talking to  
Mrs. Hammond, Latin knowledge 
Deirdre Carroll: cross country, easy days that are  
easy, and OJCL bus rides 
Emma Gerding: having a funny idea for the talent  
show, the Argalnauts 
Kelsey Mangold: piano skills and smoothies after  
cross country practice 
Mia Borcherding: saying a super excited HI in the  
hallways 
Anna Mickol: participating in advisory and being the Best  

little sis 
KT: advisory and making sure people bring in treats 
Reese Lynn: saying STEPH! loudly in the hallways :) 
LC and Gracie: annoying you know who as much as  
possible 
 

Marie Altenau 
 
Julia Anello 
The University of Cincinnati 
Film 
Lorelei Anello: you must carry on Ali’s legacy, your track  
career, being my favorite person 
Maggie Finley: Peter Pan and you know who 
Photography table junior year: Ali’s album, ghost hunting 
Magda Betz: must pass on the megaphone!!! 
APES vegans: environmental memes, Saoirse Ronan and  
Timothée Chalamet 
Caty Leahy: Halloween 
K109: going to the moon is a must 
 
Natalie Archdeacon 
Loyola University Chicago 
Social Work 
Greta Betz: game day stories 
Katie Neeb: high jumping the lineup, bangs, looking cute 
Marie Mechley: our good looks 
Ava Hassel: second date update, Starbucks lady 
Ella Smith, Emma Lohrer & Sarah Bower: Andy 
Samantha Vogeler & Dani Schneider: sectionals 
Izzy Edmonson & Mary Schroeder: shadow check-in 
Reilly Dolan: Spike & Chain 
Claudia Deters: DIY stats 
Anna Geiger, Tara Lang, Claire Weisman, Grace  
Leuenberger & Grace Kessler: all of my love 
Karlee Hissett & Grace McMahon: the table 
Ally Langley: my shirts 

 
Hailey Baca 
Miami University 
Human Nutrition and Dietetics 
Mia Borcherding, Rachel Zeller: an aux to control the  

music 
Grace Kaiser: a booster seat 
Ruby Britt: piano sheets 
 

“High school moves pretty fast and you'll never know 
how much you miss it until it is over.” - HB 

 
Alison Begley 
 
Anna Belesi 
The Ohio State University 
Business 
Riley Hess: MANNY (he's still dead), Brother Moth, Gerald,   
the doctor 
Gabby Gruppo: Hittle Advisory, the library, webkinz 
Katie Neeb: my precalc notes 
Mya Nguyen: the James Bond Theme Song, piano key  
slides 
Ms. Adkins: 106 research cards, literary memes 
South Dakota Gals: Warm Buns, the hill, sandwiches 

 
Gabriella Benintendi 
Syracuse University 
Acting 
Claire Havercamp: my Emoji Movie ticket 
Lucy Lawler: your brother Tobias 
Allie Huesman: your brother Anton 
Mya Nguyen: a sense of smell 
The entire cast of GoT: a tiara (because you're all queens) 
 
Ricki Bennett 
University of Cincinnati  
Clermont College  
English 
Kat Zimmerman: I leave you 
the beloved Dungeons and 
Dragons club - may your 
quests be adventurous and 
your  battles be mighty! 
 
 

“Never take being together for granted.” - RB 



Morgan Bibler 
 
Grace Bochenek 
University of Kentucky 
Mechanical Engineering, Automotive Track 
Emily Deaton: control over the music in carpool 
Bella Scholtes: control over the temperature of the car in   
carpool 
 

Sophia Bolinger 
University of Cincinnati 
Emma Grome: all my clothes so you don’t have to wear UK  
apparel everywhere you go 
Sophia Hudepohl: driving  to vball games, trying to be  
famous on tiktok, a key to my dorm 
Annaleise Rammes and Lauren Otten: Emma and your  
second sleepover in my dorm room 
Rylie Postel, Caroline Schulte, Kathryn Schulte, Reese  
Lynn, Ellie Burns, Avery Glynn, Mac Reilly and Mary Kate  
Kraft: anything to do with Ella 
Carina Oliverio: super fun times in the best advisory ever! 
Eve Davis: advisory and more carpool rides with Ella 
SUAVB: all my love, lucky dust, noodles, with team, and  
Cora:) 

 
Colleen Booth 
The Ohio State University 
Molecular Genetics 
Megan Knapke: Roxy’s legacy, 
those pipes that fell out of that 
truck one time, my music taste 
Karlee Hissett and Grace 
Mcmahon: the library from 
7:20-7:50 am 
Softball Team: flooded Rivercity, 
team bonding, the pickle in the 
locker room, good luck 
Emma Wilking: our super lively advisory discussions 
GAA Board: JP, our chaotic  5th bell meetings, chips and 
salsa 
Marie Mechley: that one p90x workout that I’ll never do 
again 
Hanna Freeman: my feet 

 

“Cherish the little moments, hold every part of the  
community close to your heart, and live by two words:  
GO DAWGS!” - CB 

 
Sophia Bouchard 
Florida State University 
Environmental Science 
Kayla Sandidge: becoming best friends with someone   
younger 
Shamia Strayhorn: having fun in art class, and the vending  
machine 
 

“I love this place!” -SB 

 
Liv Bowden 
University of Tennessee 
Business 
Peyton Allen, Natalie Hubert, and Ellie Hoffman: the  
carpool, the neighborhood, my brother, Harry Styles fan 
club, Misery jam sessions, and Georgia 
The Barnyard: Hanna, snaking, and European swimming 
Aquadawgs: Black Eyed Peas, Panera on Winton Road, and  
Fetty Wap 
Jessa Roettker: intense car rants, Chasing Cars, The  
Pentatonix Christmas album, my swim cap, 3 Nights, and  
the extra slow version of Paparazzi 
Adreanna Oelrich: lane 4 legacy, One Direction tiktoks and   
CDs 
Lauren Ayer: my fins, my brother, and our matching pink  
swim bags 
Grace LaFountain: the RAV4 and the aux 
Caroline Schwartz and Arianna Beltsos: Arivline 
Ellie Ramer and Adreanna Oelrich: the Tonnis Advisory 
Alivia Hyland: only one of your green Cleveland 
sweatshirts 

 
Bridget Breissinger 
University of Cincinnati 
Business 
Madelyn Wessel: in-class therapy sessions, all the busy  
work, jumping jacks and claps, and a fantastic senior year 
Lauren Stefanski: 3 more years of hopefully not so boring   

advisories 
Claudia Deters: an understanding of statistics 

 
AnneMarie Broadwell 
University of Cincinnati 
Fashion Merchandising 
Sara DiLonardo: Adam, 
Lunken Playfield, and Aux 
Sadie Langer: Lennon Moeller 
and all of her socks 
Vicky Moore: The Echo and 
first dates with British guys 
Caitlin Leonard: Fashion Club 
and thrifting (make me proud) 
Ellen Scott: Design with Ms. 
Probst 
Reese Abercrombie: your basement and Carter’s car 
Arianna Beltos: nothing 
Eugenia Campos: Mr. Nicaise and AP Studio Art 
 
Jenna Brus 
University of Dayton 
Business 
Bridget Brus, Addy Brus: Suz (please don’t wreck her), 
Night for the Fight, SUAVB  
Bridget Brus: Addy quote journal, training Nala, my seat on 
the couch for family movie night (tell Dillon)  
Addy Brus: The Office, shopping for Bridget 
Annaliese Rammes: Bridget and Addy, laser tag 
Emma Perera: everything having to do with lit class, 
summer swim team  
Emma Grome, Sophia Hudepohl: Schro, pre-game high 
fives 
(SUAVB) Annaliese Rammes, Emma Grome, Lauren Otten, 
Sophia Hudepohl, Gracie Reisman: bench squad, my 
sisters, Cha- Cha, all of our pets 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Olivia Castelli 
Xavier University 
Exercise Science 
Alysa Christian: Jarvis videos at lunch and all of the many     
fun laughs and memories from Styles of Acting 
Bre Clark: Jarvis videos and fun conversations at lunch  
with Alysa 
Caitlin Leonard: all of our fun times working in the shack  
together at CCC 
Mary Clare Momper: all of our fun times hanging out at the  
Momper Family parties 
Bella Driggers: working on all of our assignments, projects  
and labs in Anatomy with Mina 
Katrina Brizendine: the back corner in Ms. Adkins Advisory 

 
Taylor Christoff 
Miami University 
Social Work 
Cait Crapsy: my senior year, live 
it up for me because I couldn’t 
Addie Pavlin: Horse girl things ;) 
 

“ES People, don't take ES for 
granted because one  day you will realize how much 
you have grown  because of them! I owe them for my 
success in life!” -TC 

 
Jessie Collins 
University of Cincinnati 
Communication Design 
Leah Oeder: Mr. Rogers 
and control of aux 
Alivia Hyland: my cat 
Grace Lafountain and 
Caroline Schwartz: all my 
food 
Jessa Roettker: my 
therapist 
Molly Gruber: my cakes 
 
 
 

Annabelle Costello 
Ohio University 
Graphic Design 
Elle Britt and Blair Burke: the beloved Miller advisory 
Elle and Ainsley O’Toole: carpool 
Molly Haller: my sister, Libby’s room 
Hope Metzger: soccer, our awesome driving, visits to  
Athens, my basement stairs 
LC Hines: Wittrock, Kilgour 
Sadie Langer and Bradlee Danko: design table, mail lady 
Tea Sabin: carpools, our sisters 
 
Celia Creviston 
Ohio University 
Special Education 
Kristen Hammond: Mr Uber, carpool singing, saying you  
won't make it to state, sleeping funny, my dad's fish, and  
dress up 
Caitlyn Clements: Mr Uber, coach Jeff, your best NCSA   
meet in Florida next year, the secluded lockers, and state  
beds 
Sophia Dugan: my preschool buddy, coach Dave 
 
Lauren Crew 
University of Notre Dame 
Marie Kaine: Mr. Strubbe, my amazing physics car, the 
compliments Sarah and I always give you, AP Calc, 
obliterated pEGGy, your brother:) 
Shamia Strayhorn: advisory, Ms. Smith, my great dance 
moves 
Alivia Hyland: Bulldog Buddies, the little girl who cried, my 
incredible driving 
Marygrace Fagan: the natural log of 3, my amazing math 
skills 
Claire Dillard: tin foil hats 
Caroline Earls: all the effort I put into cross country, 
bothering Bird all the time 
Adare Lindy: an amazing next 3 years 
 
 
 
 
 

Krin Currin 
The Ohio State University 
Emma Lohrer/Emma Kucia/Arianna Beltsos: all my clothes 
and my place at west side gas stations  
Izzy Mitchell/Emma Akenbauer/Katie Neeb: concerts, 
photoshoots, and glitter  
Madeline Maginnis: concrete and baby toys  
Taylor Roy: elder boys, zip dip, and my neighbor  
Marie Mechley: design  
Greta Betz: the secret letter in the alphabet  
Dahlia Losey: New York City  
Nicole Settle: red hair my twinny 
Mia Burdick: boo  
Arianna Beltsos/Caroline Schwartz: weddings and gummy 
bears 
Sara Dilarnardo: Epic Nutrition  
Kayla Sandidge: Mr. Moran’s office and our almost secret 
diary 
Alivia Hyland: starbucks and psychology  
Rylie Postel/Regan Armbruster: tiktok and westside  
Mr. Moran: crocs and dunkin 
 
Molly Deane 
 
Emily Deaton 
Northern Kentucky University 
Early Childhood Education 
Kinsey Kovar: front of house duties 
Reilly Somerville: countless laughs and memories to come  
at SUA 
Avery Somerville: Disney+ password 
Mya Johnson-Dunn: all black birthday party fail 
Marie Mechley: helping me pass chemistry 
Megan Mancini: Billie Eilish piano music 
Yasmeen Porter: nicest and cutest human ever award 
 

“Thank you for making my high school experience the 
best 4 years ever!!!!” - ED 

 
Cecilia DeCurtins 
 
 



Emily Denoyer 
Xavier University 
Early Childhood 
Education 
Audrey Kirwin: I am 
leaving you my Friday 
lunches (two bags of 
chips, soda, and candy 
bar. Find a freshman 
who is like you and 
adopt her and become 
her best friend. Drive a 
carpool for me too and 
buy them many 
Starbucks drinks and 
donuts 
Megan, Stella, Nora, Tara: best ES bell ever - I will never  
forget our talks 
Rachel: being my XC little sis - keep running; you have  
good talent 
Megan: senior of ES - always be there to be the person  
underclassmen can talk to for me 
Libby: blasting music in the car when you and Audrey drive 
Grace Lafountain: hug Audrey at lunch for me 
Stella: make tiktoks in ES and make Mrs.Balz laugh for me  
Juniors: enjoy senior year - it goes by so fast! Enjoy time  
with your classmates - you’ll miss it I promise! 
 

“Saint Ursula, thank you for the memories and 
friendships you have given me. I am so sad our time 
was cut short. This school will forever be in my heart 
was it made me realize what women can do in this 
world. Thank you for everything; I am going to miss 
you very much!” - ED 

 
Olivia DeStefano 
 
Anna Detzel 
 
Kate Dingeldein 
University of Michigan 
Blair Burk: ADVISORY, cpac and Boca Grande mems, and  
being the best little sis ever <3 
Elle Britt and Blair Burk: the Miller advisory!! Have fun w/o  

me and Annabelle and don’t miss us too much :( 
Clare Schuermann: our insane thanksgivings, driving Elle,  
and the Reed fam <3 
Hope Metzger: contemporary issues in women’s health  
field trips, and our piano skills :) 
Miller Advisory: tons of treats and kahoots <3 
 

“Thank you SUA for all of the amazing memories and  
friendships made!” - KD 

 
Elle DuMont 
University of Cincinnati 
(KBS) 
Marketing, Psychology 
Ashley Oaks/Reena 
Donofe/Caitlyn Hyland/Jai 
Penn:  
TRACK PRACTICE and 
having singing sessions in 
the car before practice. 
Also stalking Brennan 
before I went on a date with 
him and dealing with the 
girls that shoved Caitlyn on 
the track 
Addie Pavlin/Ingrid 
Schoenberg: lunches up in 
ES and  
making tiktoks! Food fights… 
Emma Kucia: vent sessions and Starbucks ;) runs! 
Nicola Settle: braiding my hair and freaking out in the  
bathroom about a tampon 
Sammy Estes: needing reassurance before boarding a 
plane 
Anna Geiger/Gracie Scheve: dealing with Coach Gerald 
and giving each other pep-talks before track races! Also 
dealing with me constantly asking questions about literally 
anything and everything 
Sophia Dugan: editingggggg with you:)) 
Stella McNab: dance class at Planet Dance and me 
embarrassing myself. Also bathroom vent sessions 
Shamia Strayhorn: clean rap at track on the party rocker 
 
Emily Durbin 

 
Claire Earls 
The Ohio State University 
Biology 
Caroline Earls: the Grandin way home, Otis, the chance to  
claim my spot as the favorite child, and possibly the 
guardian rights to Nicholas Cage the fish 
Emma Ankenbaur: fights with Caroline and sun burns 
KT Headley: family dinner and driveway parties 
Cara Cavanaugh: everything I own and Pat 
 
Anna Ehrsam 
The Ohio State University 
Social Work 
Kathleen: My favorite Lil sis, I’ll miss you and making  
tiktoks in the morning also our runs to Starbucks, Target,  
and our smoothie Fridays. You will do great for the rest of  
the years you have in high school. Remember you can 
always text or call me if you ever need anything. 
Sammie and Colleen: You all have so much more time in  
high school but it does go by fast, so make the most of it.  
I will miss telling you both everything about my life and   
yelling your names when you have the ball during a game. 
My field hockey girls: Stay strong and win state, also  
remember you all can get through the 5K wave. 

 
Meg Fagel 
The Ohio State University 
Marketing 
DRE: our Fhockey warmup group, many visits, and all my  
Love 
LC: girls and Witt 
Maggie Stagnero: my closet, packages, all my love 
Charlotte Maliborski: pink hair dye and crying 
Ella Weber: my car and driving skills 
Alexandria Frederick: Gina 
Molly Haller: advisory 
Fhockey people: Laura and state this upcoming season 

 
 
 
 



Mary Feldkamp 
The Ohio State University 
Environmental Science/ 
Marine Biology 
Annaliese Rammes: Nick 
Speese Rammes, Otter Otten,Hooter Hudepohl, Emma 
Grome, Gracie Reisman: SUAVB legacy, token as my  
favorite underclassmen ever, Shroe’s bad days 
Emma Grome: the front of the line for food @home games 
Bridget Brus: DS/Libero life 
Bella Zdolshek and Caitlin Leonard: our trio room, Better  
Together since I never finished it, hockey boys, Brown’s  
evil look, and our rad British accents 

 
Kate Finn 
The Ohio State University 
Pre-Nursing 
Reese Lynn: every black Volkswagen Jetta, weird yelling,  
my dad embarrassing us as he drives by, & grandma’s  
pillowcases 
Grace Kaiser: all the boys in the world & slapping contests 
Nathalie Ehrler: all the chicken nuggets in the world &  
weird jumps 
Abby Fermann: my aux, creepy smiles, & being you-know-  
who’s sister 
Kelsey Mangold: discovering how to get blue eyes, crushes  
on Pat, & Wii heads 
Leah Paul, Abby Fermann, Avery Stewart, Brooke 
Hunstad: xc carpool chats & driving next to our bestie  
listening to Bust Down Thotiana 
LC Hines & Gracie Scheve: Mr. King's birthday (February  
29th), making sure Ms. Utecht calls the pilot, Giordano’s  
pizza & crazy Uber rides 

Mac Reilly: surviving the injury, being savage 
Kathryn Schulte: being my fav lil sis 

 

“I found myself at Saint Ursula. There is no way to 
repay SUA's staff for all they have done for me.” - KF 

 
Lauren Fletcher 
The Ohio State University 
Environment, Economy, 
Development, and 
Sustainability 
Alex Haas: all the Eggo 
waffles and the 100 movies 
poster 
Lucy Nusekabel: all of my 
Spotify playlists 
Abby Spencer, Gracie 
Scheve, Nicola Settle: my limited bio knowledge 
Liz Duffy, Sam Vogeler, Abby Cherry: the parking spot  
under the bridge 
 

“Don't be afraid to take chances” - LF 

 
Alina Florio 
The Ohio State University 
Nursing 
Dahlia Losey: Bianca, carpool, your license, Timofai,  
unlimited visits 
Kate Mcgee: Izzi 
Lily Goering: Andrew  
Ruby Britt: C group, a dorm key 
Abby Mentzel: Dahlia 

Samantha Estes: CPR certification, hugs 
Sadie Taylor: bus ride 
Emma Grome: 10-3s 

 
Julia Forbes 
Wright State University 
Elementary Education 
Eva Finni: zooming in, my 
frozen backpack 
Ellie DeBrunner: theatre 
carpools, breaking down on 
the way home 
Rosie Schuerman: the job of 
properly stacking of the 
Gather books in the gym 
Skylar Stimson: my seat at 
the little table in Ms. Balz’s 
room, my boyfriend 
Mary Wurzbacher: the legacy of the wurzy family name,  
entire Apples; 
Lily Nelson: French help sessions; 
all of SUAVE: lofthouse cookies 
Sofia deJesus and Lydia Winter: our advisory 
Bryn Connelly: nicknames 
Luci Hittle: Freddie Mercury glasses, flower strands, Esther 
Claire Haverkamp: music society meetings 
Yasmeen Porter and Natalie Hein: Front of House crew 
 

“I’ve loved my time as a Bulldog and I will miss 
everyone a lot!” - JF 

 
Ally Freimark 
University of Colorado / 
Boulder 
Business 
Dre: Fruita Bowls, undercover 
spy, “mom”, fhockey goalie,  
aux to field trips, all the smart 
classes 
LC: protecting the Ave/Court, neighborhood, last minute  
carpools, your injuries every season 
Fhockey team: 5k waves, wins against MND, team bonding 
:/, conditioning, winning State: Laura and Arodd 



Alexandra, Sadie, Ava: donut shop, donut gang, excessive  
eating, best job, full staff squad 
Ava Zins: donut shop, 6 AM weekends listening to rap,  
advisory 
Shelby: thousands of visits, extra bed, last two years  
playing fhockey, center duo on the field 
Francie: getting gas at UDF, sarcasm, sarcastic 
conversations in the halls 
Maggie Stagnaro: shuttles, cubby neighbors, Sanguine  
Paradise 
McGees: sib squa, parties, talks on the way to our cars at  
the end of the day 
Kate Hummel LIL SIS: 7:35 carpool rides with Lilly, 
Advisory, tardies/missing school 
Clare and Charlotte: social justice club 
 

“Thank you SUA for the best four years of meeting  
people and having fun!” - AF 

 
Meredith Garvey 
Miami University 
Arianna Beltsos: cocoa puffs, cat hair for your craft book,  
Crockett, a baby bottle with mountain dew and my mom 
Alivia Hyland: the wig store, green apple bar, and a coffee  
from juju beans 
Caroline Schwartz: worker at Dollar Tree, a marriage  
license, animal springers 
Lauren Ayer: wet cat food and dreadlocks 
Stella Speiser: more vacations together 
Kristen Hammond: a more appealing dog and Schwoz   
Schwartz 
Sarah Dilonardo: a letter and buffalo chicken dip 
 
Anna Geiser 
The Ohio State University 
Cara Cavanaugh: lane 1 of Saint Ursula swimming  
Amazing underclassmen including Grace Lafountain, 
Adreanna Oelrich, and Arianna Beltsos: the St. Bernard 
pool 
Lauren Otten and Olivia Jenkins: the Milford carpool 
Caroline Caudill: car rides to East Fork 
Caroline Schwartz: the Hines advisory 
 

Olivia Geoppinger 
 
Ellie Gervason 
University of Cincinnati 
Téa Sabin: my soccer cleats 
Sadie Taylor: CC 
Anna Ganim: the big stall 
Michelle Carter: all my car playlists 
 
Lucy Gharibian-Aberg 
University of Cincinnati 
Environmental Studies 
Elizabeth Pendergast, Eugenia Campos: If you have  
bonding nights, invite me 
SUA tennis team: Get that bread and beat UA for me,  
Dawgs 
 

Isabella Glynn 
Pepperdine University 
Biology 
Avery Glynn and Kendall Cox: control over the radio in the  
carpool 
Hannah and Greta Boettcher: ice cream, pool parties, and  
invitations to the Bastis 
Ellie Vonderhaar: Ronald McDonald House 
 
Olivia Goble 
University of Alabama 
Psychology and Neuroscience 
Abby Mentzel: my heart and soul 
Sarah Bender: every weird day in this world 
Erin Patsfall: Cameron Dallas 
Gloria Knight: An amazing time at SUA:) 
Megan Mancini: Russia 
Lucy, Jade, Reese, Reilly: the traditions of h&m 
Katie Ferris: Liam and Andrew 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Maya Goertemoeller 
University of Cincinnati 
- College of Medicine 
Medical Sciences 
Jessa Roettker: Marvin, 
hearing voices, my carpool 
playlist 
Brooke Hunstad: an alarm 
clock, a job without too 
much sitting or standing 
Leah Paul: Adam and Eve 
Peyton Allen: Harry Styles 
tickets, an Airbnb 
Reese Lynn: the middle seat 
Maddie Lutmer: the Panera sandwich Summy ate 
20-21 co-presidents: make today a great one 
Mary Grace: ln3, being a prophet 
Katie Hoog: all my love 
Jai’dien Penn: an unclogged sink 
Molly Sprong, Gretchen Fesenmeier, Carly Hoog: Jessa:  
all the help in the world 
Sadie Langer, Maggie Stagnaro, Ellie Bender, Caitie Byars:  
the best advisor, tootsie pops, quote of the day 
Abby Mentzel, Emma Avila, Nicola Settle: so much love 
 
 
 
 
 



Lindsay Goodrich 
Miami University 
Interior Design 
Fhockey team: the beloved 5k wave, project MLC, locker 
room dance parties 
Sophia Nugent: our twin car cuteness, forward position, 
carpooling, laughing about sitting on the bench together 
Abby Moore & Dre: speaking in Russian accent during 
practice 
Molly Gruber: trying to enjoy advisory, a great 3 more 
years!! 
Avery Glynn: booking our tickets to visit your sis;) 
Caroline Endres: driving yourself to school yay 
Sophie Goodrich: being a future bulldog, my room (only 
when I’m gone), laughing at mothers' dancing, standing in 
my closet 
 

Lucy Greweling 
University of Cincinnati 
Environmental Studies 
I, Lucy Greweling, do hereby leave all of my excitement for 
high school to the incoming class of 2024. Make some 
awesome memories these next 4 years! 
 

Mary Gruber 
Walsh University 
Biology 
Heidi Gruber: legacy, everything I leave you with, our 
family,  
and Buddy 
Christine Reinhart: my little I give you  Red and Grady to  
watch over, all of Greenacres, and our Advisory 
Molly Gruber: distant legacy, help recruiting your sibs to  
come to SUA 
Mary Wurzbacher & Gloria Knight: I give you two Life Club  
(try to start it up again) 
Annelise Bronstrop: keep strong, March for Life & the 
signs  
at the March 
Jennifer Dillon & Marygrace Fagan: I give you two the  
March for Life group of girls 
Riley Hess: I give you Charlie Puth (concerts) at Riverbend; 
Courtney Ruesink: I give you all of Kaylee’s stuff when she  

leaves for college 
Hannah Boettcher: keep recruiting more girls for   
photography club 
Mackenzie Muench: make sure to remember Pre-calc 
class 
 
Libby Haller 
Miami University 
Psychology 
Alex Forman and Molly Haller: carpool rides and my road 
rage 
Molly Haller: me, Starbucks, Mr. Heizman, maybe my car 
and Muffin 
Annie McGee and Sammy Estes: our amazing designs in 
ceramics, our weird/funny talks, and Mr. Nicaise 
Sammy Estes: our races home that I always win, and the 
parking spot behind me 
Mia Burdick: our very nice and kind encounters every time 
we see each other, Gerald, and Steve 
Ellie Britt and Ainsley O’Toole: Annabelle’s car and our 
interesting talks in the morning before school 
 
Kellie Hannan 
University of Cincinnati 
Business Economics / 
Political Science 
Mock Trial Gold: the fellow 
mocker greetings, the guy team 
rivalries, and Marie’s clutch 
snacks 
Hanna Freeman: the memorable 
and loud greetings 
Holland Howe, Kathleen: Lizzo all day every day 
Varsity A Tennis: Jason’s pep talks, the themed outfits for 
sectionals and districts, and the bonding nights 
Josie Knaley: Mr. King’s critiques of music and movies 
every Advisory 
 

“It is rare to find a second home, and it is even rarer to 
share that home with countless lifelong friends.” - KH 

 
Margaret Harden 
Indiana University 

Pre-Nursing 
Sadie Taylor: advisory and all the fun of senior year, it flies  
by fast so cherish every moment 
Abby More & SOS group: Children's Home and all the love  
and laughter of the kids 
Lauren Sayre: 3 more amazing years of high school! Live it  
up and have fun!!! 
 
Liz Hardenbergh 
University of Cincinnati 
Fashion Design 
Reilly: the cursed Furbys, stage left, games during  
tech week, Hail Gorgodon 
Reilly, Lucinda, and Elizabeth: permission to yell at anyone  
non-SM, “working” the entire rehearsal, Catherine (thank  
me later) 
Lucinda and Elizabeth: permission to yell at Reilly 
Mirabelle: waving 
Anna Nappi: Julian, George, Cowan 
Natalie Hein: Leah, my poor decision-making 
 

“Don't be scared to do the things you love and to take  
chances on things you're unsure about.” - LH 

 
Madison Hardin 
University of Cincinnati 
Nursing 
Marie Mechley: my whole life, country music, dunkin  
donuts, pho, my scars, and mudding 
Michelle Carter: my exoctic story times... making fun of  
Mech 
Lydia Winter: always yanking my helmet... nerf, and the   
dinosaur bird  
Karlee Hissett and Maddie Gillock: fab 4, BEST FRIENDS, 
the mixer, goon hours 
Sophia Garver and Maggie Mitchell: the best little sisters  
ever 
Olivia Kelley: bat to the head #softball 
Hanna Freeman: *says Hanna weird* and COLON talks 
Samantha Vogeler and Dani Schneider: flute small group  
plotting 
Mary Grace Fagan: physics and the natural log of 3 
Cara Cavanaugh and Claire Dillard: best AP calc group  



buddies 

 
 

“Thank you for changing my view on the world around 
me <3” - MH 

 
Elizabeth Heflin 
 
Emma Helwig 
University of Cincinnati 
Mechanical Engineering 
Karlee Hissett: catching  
Marie Mechley: coffee from the machine 
 

“Thank you for all the memories.” - EH 

 
Caroline Hemmer 
The Ohio State University 
Business 
Kelsey: subaru, team bully, tall genes, talent night 
Grace K: bachelor/ette, talent night 
Deirdre: track camp talent night, latin 
Maggie: squares, cookie dough, selfies, Michigan city 
room Avery: squares, a 5’ high jump, Beyoncé, side by side,  
Phytophotodermatitis 
Audrey: my aux, carpools, gossip girl, big fat cookie,   
hedgehog 
Nathalie: high jumpers, Mr. Miller, scissor kicks, water,  
healthy shins 
Abby: piada, linsey’s basement, pat, genesis healing center 
Ellen: birds motorcycle, chewing, Dumpsters 

Maddie G: running buddy and 5ks 
Mia & Rachel: mini me and lins 
Natalie H: xc lil sis 
Grace K, Gracie, Anna, Grace M, Abby, Nathalie: UC clinics 
and wendy’s spicy nugs 
Mollie Getgey: starbucks coffee and endless car rides 
 
Skylar Herr 
University of Alabama 
Biology on a Pre-Med track 
Ellen Lange: advisory, my swim locker, my annoying little  
sister 
Caroline McKeown: parking carriages, motivating  
everyone to finish the dreaded Christmas Tree set, finding   
a new lane buddy, trenta pink drinks 
Ellie Kleeman, Kristen Hammond, Isa Cornwell, Ellen 
Lange: upholding the reputation of the best scavy car 
 

“I am so blessed to have spent my 4 years at SUA with 
people who support and uplift me. Not only did SUA  
strengthen me academically, it also prepared me for 
the real world and encouraged me to give back to my 
Community.” - SH 

 
Grace Heyob 
 
Kaitlynn Hilsinger 
University of Cincinnati 
Health Sciences  
(Pre-Athletic Training) 
Isabella Rueve: messing up 
the system, the curb, Tijuan, 
walks at fernbank, your dog 
cage, Thomas, “I didn’t say 
anything,” Iced Carmel 
Coffee with cream and 
sugar, Starbucks stirsticks, 
Albach’s basement, your 
apples, the  Uber ide to mason vs. X football game, the 
couch at my place at UC (visit me) 
LC Hines: GTODD, HUB, diet coke runs, pre-practice drives,  
game day carpool, flat tires, your weirdness, the shark 
puppet, #6 

Maggie Huschart: Todd’s new stretches, LC, Peter 3:1,  
Connie 
Courtney Loew: dunkin, carpool talk 
Madeline Hines: LC (make sure she is okay without me but  
still make the jokes) 
Maribella Marcheschi: Isabella, your unbreakable habit 
Hope Metzger: Contemporary Issues, passing each other  
on the way home 
Maggie Tegtmeyer: baby, GTODD 
Mr. Moran: my lanyard 
 

“Future Seniors, don't take anything for granted. Do 
everything you can! Make the most of all the events 
the Class of 2020 didn't get to experience.” - KH 

 
Marci Jones 
Louisiana State University 
Charlotte Gephardt: bagel runs, morning talks, my sister 
Alex Haas: the dog park, Jonas Brothers 
Caroline Caudill: Mr. Heizman 
Lucy Nusekabel: Hillary, Tipper, Maggie, Filson Place 
bench, Andy, hair dye, root beer floats, volleyball games, 
dark chocolate, SUNSETS, jb, my room, everything bagels, 
my old car 
 
Bella Keeling 
The Ohio State University 
Pre-Occupational Therapy 
Charlotte Maliborski: my fhockey 
locker, Norman's spirit,  
Scoobie, Mcdonalds caramel 
frappes and ice cream, 5k  
wave, enjoy practice without me 
next year can't wait to visit ;( 
Izzie Thomson (lil sis): advisory, 
hope you have a great rest of your years at SUA! 
Depoe's Advisory (Sophia): all powerpoints, treat schedule,  
D.R.I.V.E collection, thanks for being a great copal :) 
Field Hockey: pre game jam sessions, conditioning, the  
best team spirit out there! Have a great next season 
 

“Enjoy your time at Saint Ursula - it goes by so fast!”  
- BK 

 



 
Clara Keiser 
Xavier University 
Amanda Serger: roomies at state and room 206 
Caitlyn Clements: the back seat of the state van, 
mardawgs 
Kristen Hammond: the back seat of the state van, dave  
and erin 
Courtney McKeown: tiktok maker and baby yoda 
Caroline Schwartz: never do a warm down again 
 
Sam Kessler 
Thomas More University 
Nursing 
Grace Kessler: my room, cmax, soccer, buying your own  
books 
Brooke Hunstad: Grace and her stories, the study room,  
Grace's food 
Rachel Weidner and Grace Kessler: Barb and St. Boniface 
 
Caroline Klare 
Marquette University 
Olivia Kelley: Harrison Tractor Supply chicks and carpool 
Nicola and Abby: our cell from AP Bio 
 
Madelyn Kleeman 
 
Linsey Klug 
University of Cincinnati 
Environmental Studies 
Maggie Braun: swinging horse meme 
Avery Stewart, Nathalie Ehrler: high jump skills I will never  
show off 
Kelsey Mangold: hands and a 15 passenger van 
Reese Lynn: old French song 
Mia Borcherding, Rachel Zeller: our BFF legacy 
Gracie Scheve, Anna Geiger, Grace Milton: paying $10 a  
week to learn nothing 
Abby Ferman: St. Patrick's Day 
 
 
 

Reagan Knabe 
Rose-Hulman Institute of Technology 
Mechanical Engineering 
Softball: to a perfect season 
Charlotte Maliborski: couldn’t have done scoreboard 
without you 
Karlee Hissett: oh dingus 
Marygrace Fagan, Cara Cavanaugh, Claire Dillard, 
Elizabeth Volk: AP Calculus BC, you are too smart for your 
own goods 
Claudia Deters: best Co-PAL I could’ve asked for 
Cara Thiemann: miss you already little sis! 
Sophia Bates, Karlee Hissett, Faith Ohmart, Clare 
Schuermann, Hana Winchester: legendary guitarists ROCK 
ON SUAGE 
Laura Fitzpatrick: thanks for the help during mass with the 
powerpoint 
 

As Queen sings, "you're the best friend that I ever had 
/ I've been with you such a long time / You're my 
sunshine and I want you to know / That my feelings 
are true / I really love you." - RK 

 
Katie Koenig 
The Ohio State University 
Abby Spencer: my math skills 
Hanna Freeman: Astronomy Club 
Caitlyn Hyland: morning coffee runs 
Claire Havercamp: my skating abilities 
Carlotta Datillo: taking care of Front of House 
Olivia Clever: roller skates 
Yasmeen Porter: laughs during rehearsals 
Meghan Donovan: Concert Choir 
Megan Molloy: visiting props instead of doing FOH work 
Natalie Hein: becoming the new leader of the boys 
Ms. Jennings: gray hair 
 
Lillian Krueger 
 
 
 
 
 

Samantha Kruse 
Ohio University 
Communications 
Sloane Osterfeld: I 
leave you Claire's stash 
of ranch,  Michigan 
trips, the squirt gun, 
tubing (you know what I 
mean), Creamy Whip runs, dyeing our hair pink, the ugly 
pictures you take of me, doing a train down Chicken's 
Choice, and teaching me how to get famous on tiktok. 
Molly Montanus: I gift to you my passenger seat of my car,  
enjoy it. 
Regan Montanus: I leave to you my small backseat of my  
car, sorry about those cramped car rides to and from 
school. 
Lauren Otten: I leave to you my loud voice and claps so  
you can use it for the vball team tehe. 
Emma Grome: I gift to you my prized seat on the bench  
next to Kevin . 
Caroline Schulte: I leave you Ms. Probst and the gift of  
measuring things as I struggled with that. 
 

“Peace out y'all” - SK 

 
Tara Lang 
 
Colleen Lekowski 
Ohio State University 
Marketing 
Charlotte Maliborski: Hank, sniper, too much pressure 
Shamia Strayhorn: our handshake, canes trips, mirror pics 
Emily Domingo: lily’s baby seat in her car 
Francie Besl: field hockey and my senior letter 
Clare Schuerman: my fingernail 
Claire Dillard: my seat in calc 
b-ball team: mnd locker room, towels 
Lax: indian runs :( 
fhockey: twenty seven 200’s, my ankle braces, turf 
mountains 
 
 
 



Hannah Lesko 
Walsh University 
Graphic Design 
Abbie Vetter: our morning car jams to Harry Styles, your 
need to drink milk despite being lactose intolerant, 
morning annotation summaries, 3 long and fulfilling years 
of sleep 
KT Headley: the UN trip and all the mems, Ms. Caito + Ms. 
Kemper, bad sarcasm 
Sadie Taylor: apes thoughts on goats, advisory babies 
Mary Boschert: a full, fun, end of senior year, colored hair, 
Joey 
Caitlyn Hyland: entertainment in physics class, vibey 
laptop stickers, and metal frequency plates 
Abby More: an end to the Campus Ministry Year, the 
chapel, Ms. Caito 
Maddie Lutmer: Mr. Simcoe, the entire earth 
Ellie Bender: Abby Noe, Steubenville, St. I's shenanigans, 
all my love for Saint Ursula 
Hannah Winchester: my hope that you will still decide to 
join La Salle's band, Brooke Hube 
 

“It's been one heck of a ride - and I wouldn't have 
wanted to spend my last four years anywhere else.”  
- HL 

 
Carly Loew 
The Ohio State University 
Health and Rehabilitation Sciences 
Courtney Loew: River Road, the Fusion, varsity volleyball,  
Mr. Hacker, Dunkin’, Camryn 
Hope Metzger: advisory, the treats list, Regan and Emma 
LC Hines, Kate McGee, Emma Grome: the GAA board  
(keep it lit) 
Emma Grome, Sophia Hudepohl, Gracie Reisman, 
Annaleise Rammes, Lauren Otten: the entire volleyball  
program, Kevin, Joe, Schro, and Cora 
Sophia Hudepohl: tiktok 
Lauren Otten: The Spongebob Movie, For the Girls game,  
my bald uncle 
Kate McGee: the back table in anatomy 
LC Hines: your collarbone, Ms. Wainscott, Wittrock 
Mary O’Connor, Ella Weber, Téa Sabin: St. X basketball  
games 

Ruby Britt, Annie McGee, Sadie Langer, Bradlee Danko:   
Murph and Rosemary 
Claudia Deters, Hope Metzger, Maggie Huschart: Visi to  
SUA reputation 
Francie Deters and Emily Lamping: all my wisdom 
Regan Armbruster and Emma Lohrer: advisory, all the 
laughs 
Mia Borcherding and Margaux Begehr: smiles in the hall 

 
 

“Enjoy EVERY SINGLE DAY of your remaining years 
at SUA. Show your school spirit and have the most fun 
you possibly can.” - CL 

 
Anna Lorhrer 
Morehead State University 
Business 
Emma Lohrer: bubbles, carpool, Lily 
Rylie Postel: kisses for the soccer team 
Mary O’Connor: dawg day dance performance 
Abby Boeing, Elle Britt: goofing off during basketball  
practice 
Greta Betz: feeling myself locker room dance 
Ellie Ramer: my spot on the soccer field 
Hope Metzger: team clown title 
Varsity soccer team: a state championship 
 
Caroline Lopez 
Bucknell University 
Psychology 
Skylar Stimpson: leaving now, here - stay strong and good  

luck in the next two years 
Hanna Freeman: to the most deserving Astronomy Club  
leader 
Alex and Lucy: thanks for adding to my CJ experience - we  
shared some good times 
Claire Havercamp: to our performance of A Christmas  
Carol, Candle University, and our Dr. Seuss shrine 
 

“Thank you for four unpredictable and unforgettable 
years.” - CL 

 
Abby Lovdal 
The Ohio State University 
Health Sciences 
Soccer girlies: my Stanky leg, a whistle, a bible, and many  
amazing traditions. I miss you all!! 
Caroline and Kathryn Schulte: Mitch, my seat at Sunday  
brunch, and Ralph 
Aubrey Stanforth: C.O.T.B. 
Ellie Ramer: comfiest bench seat, hopefully you don’t use it  
though 
Katie Neeb: my finger, still never got to take a ride in big  
red :( 
Rylie Postel: my position on the soccer field (oh wait you  
already took that hahah), track season, and lots of weird  
dance moves 
Lucy Nusekabel: E.S. senior table 
Emma Ankenbauer: laps around the track, personal 
fitness,  
my skirts, buffalo sauce and a date to the imax theater 
Mallory Como: family parties with Nini, and pink fluffy  
unicorns 
Mary O’Connor: spoiled milk in Laquisha 
Class of 2021: 4th quarter senior year 
 

“Dear Saint Ursula, thank you for the best 4 years of 
my life! Going into high school I was very shy and 
didn’t know exactly who I was yet, thanks to SUA I 
have made some of the best friendships of my life, 
discovered who I am, and now fully prepared to take 
on the future. I could not have done any of this if it 
wasn't for Saint Ursula. I just can’t believe high school 
has come to an end. It feels like just yesterday I was a 
freshman and walking through the high five line on the 
first day of school. THANK YOU teachers, staff, and 



the community as a whole, you have truly changed my 
life. I love and miss you guys.” - AL 

Elle Lovdal 
University of Dayton 
Health Sciences 
Rylie Postel: GAME DAY 
BRAIDS 
Kathryn Schulte: 
hotdooooogs, bappy 
herfday, mitch 
Caroline Schulte: a brick 
wall, also mitch 
Anna Geiger, Gracie 
Scheve, Shamia 
Strayhorn: 4x100m 
relay 
Carina Oliverio: Mr. Porters prom story, PAL, and your legs 
Emma Ankenbauer: boiled peanuts, ralphie, morning  
workouts 
Kaitlin Cengia: Earnie 
Mallory Como: pink fluffy unicorns, advisory (keep it hype),  
HS soccer 
Grace Leuenberger: your mom’s audi 
Hope Metzger: JP 
Emma Grome: angular momentum 
Emma Lohrer: gluten 
Ella Bollinger and Ellie Burns: gym class team captain,  
being late for IRS 
SUA Soccer: the GGCL, HALLELUIA, my scooter, Dave’s  
chocolate peanut butter bars, Dan’s serious face,  
CONDITIONING 
SUA Track: pretzels with peanut butter, cuties, bird 
Great Betz: goals, goals, and goals 
Aubrey Stanforth: pregame hype 
Tara Pund: terrible driving 
Caroline Earls: the death of a bachelor, weighing so much  
weight 
Claudia Deters: I still have your dress 
 
Christine Ludwig 
University of Cincinnati 
Business 
Caty Leahy: 3 more awesome years of high school :) 

Claire Dillard: Latin conversations, anatomy projects, and 
weekend rants 
Macy Luebbers 
Miami University 
Accounting 
Zoe Luebbers: Brooke and Jubal in the Morning 
Grace York, Anna Frey: jumping pictures after a win 
Rachel Weidner: many UT visits and long car rides 
 
Katie Lutmer 
University of Cincinnati 
Communications Design 
Nathalie Ehrler: my broken 
fish keychain 
Ellee Mason: Maddie (good 
luck) 
Alice Dirksing: Maddie 
(Again, sorry!) 
Francie Besl: Alice AND 
Maddie 
Katie Price: Leonard 
Advisory, Dunkin’ Advisory 
breakfast 
Maddie Lutmer: my uniforms, Luke Combs in the morning,  
Starbucks on Fridays, all car DJ duties, Will (lol sorry), Fat  
Boy, Mom and her Airpods, the fish 
Lauren Ayer: the Design room 
Adreanna Oelrich: Mr. Singleton’s legacy, Harry Styles 
Maddie McMath: Advisory and hot yoga with JP 
Caitlin Carney: doodling in Advisory 
Caitlin Saupe, Mary Schroeder, Maddie Lutmer: St. Jude  
legacy 
Cait Crapsey: Physics and Maddie 
 
Nicole Makaras 
University of Tennessee, 
Knoxville 
Political Science 
Avery Finley: a key to my 
dorm, the “Parker Nieman’s 
your cousin?!” legacy, 
endless visits to Tennessee, 

all of my love & luck for the next three years 
Maddie Gillock: “five more minutes,” the Delhi Dunkin, my  
superior driving skills, 8:26am, River Road 
Lucy Nusekabel & Katie Neeb: Avery (take care of her), our  
advisory memories over the last 3 years 
Hanna Freeman: our short-lived XC careers 
Katie Neeb, Anna Waters, Emma Avila: all of my AP  
Spanish notes 
Cara Cavanaugh: advisory 
Anna Waters: all of our confused looks during Macro, the  
freshman year shadow day 
Anna Mussman: visits to Tennessee & all the Kombucha  
you can drink 
Grace Kessler: diesel, a new place to do your homework,  
money for candy 
Emma Voelkerding: all of my best wishes for no more  
Injuries 
 

“Ursula truly made me the woman that I am today. I 
encourage everyone to take advantage of every 
opportunity and make every memory that you can. 
Reach out to people, step out of your comfort zone, 
and get as much as humanly possible out of your SUA 
experience.” - NM 

 
Alessandra Mantuano 
 
Caroline McCarthy 
The Ohio State 
University 
Engineering 
Marygrace Fagan: a 
constant fear of your 
calculator being  
in the wrong mode, free 
time now that you don’t 
have to help me with Calc 
and Physics homework, 
less classes  with me, an 
entire senior year, and an 
exciting future 
Cara Cavanaugh: ❤ C – the best letter in the alphabet, 
LoDiHi – HiDiLo over LoLo, cross country, and fourth 
quarter senior year 



Claire Dillard: juice boxes and Calculus homework 
Abby Mentzel and Claire Haverkamp: FLAVOURTOWNE  
and wholesome advisory bonding activities 
Emma Ávila and Alivia Hyland: Tuesday Mornings at  
Bulldog Boost 
 

“Carpe diem - every moment counts!” - CM 

 
Reagan McDonald 
University of Cincinnati 
Pre-Physical Therapy 
Karlee Hisset: taco bell at 2 am after Halloween haunt  
then waking up at 6 am, crying walking across the 
crosswalk after lunch, candy before school, and your chair 
in my dorm room 
Lauren Ayer: the Tonnis advisory and an amazing 3 more  
years 
Lucy Moore: practice with Coach Nugent, and his  
inspirational talks and quotes 
Lacrosse team: Coach Graham’s talks before games and  
the senior season we miss out on 
Class of ‘21, ‘22, ‘23: the senior year we lost, make the  
most of it 
 

“Everyday, no matter how good or bad, is a gift, and 
we didn't realize that until it was too late. So make the 
most of every day of high school because it goes by 
faster than you could ever imagine!” - RM 

 
Allison McMath 
University of Cincinnati 
Industrial Design 
Maddie McMath: my various parking spots at school and  
our waze maps adventures 
 
Lauren Meisenhelder 
The Ohio State University 
Mechanical Engineering 
Lauren Otten: supreme control over the volleyball team,  
permission to discipline Emma, my sister Caroline, and 
Brock 
Emma Grome: leader of cha cha (if you don't do a good job  
I will make Speese take over) 

Annaleise Rammes: permission to discipline Emma,  
Kevin's love and admiration, my sister Ali, also if Elma 
doesn't lead cha cha perfectly you have my permission to 
usurp the role and leave Elga in the dust, and ur brother  
and Ben Choi 

 
 
Peyton Miller 
 
Christine Moore 
UNC Wilmington 
Marketing, Sustainability 
Emma Avila: Linda and not being so serious when playing  
tennis 
Kenzie Muench: my car and all my drama and stories 
Alivia hyland and Diedre Carole: bug bite chocolates and  
coffee 
Kathleen Davin: a calendar to remind you when social  
justice club meets 
Megan Memciani: my luscious hair 
Reese Ambercrombie: duck tape 
APCPS CLASS: a lot of treats for wired Wednesdays; 
Eugenia Campos: Emma Avila 
Elizabeth Pendergast: Jason 
Claire Jeffreys: a good advisory 
Aubrey and Greta: canned goods and boxes that won’t  
break 
Rebecca Reichert: a frisbee 
Schulte twins: a skeleton that is dressed up for your back  
seat 
Shamaya: clay 
 

“Have fun at all times and appreciate it because you 
never know if it would be cut short.” - CM 

 
Molly Mulvaney 
Fordham University 
Political Science, Environmental Science 
Gracie S and Anna G: Track & the 4x1, 4x2, and 60m 
records 
Avery S & Deirdre C: XC :) 
Avery S: being speedy & making every1 laugh 
Deirdre C: keeping Bird in check & taking care of the team:) 
Maggie B: being the mean captain & sunshine on a cloudy  
day 
Kelsey M: being the intimidating senior & nailing freshman  
in dodgeball 
Rachel Z & Mia B: tiktok & acrobatics in the gym 
Audrey K: morning starbucks & rant sessions 
Abby F: Old Town Road carpools 
Madeline M & Abby M: leading the hurdle squad 
Nathalie E: finger taps & weird conversations 
Ellen S: XC b/c you know it’s better than tennis:) 
Grace K: giving the team a dating life;) 
Sophomores, soon to be juniors: XC butt kickin’ next year; 
Cara C: relaxing the team 

 
 

“Thank you SUA for the most memorable and amazing 
4 years of my life!” - MM 

 
Katherine Mussman 
Miami University 
Microbiology, Pre-Med 
Anna Mussman: running back home for projects and IDs at  
7:45 a.m. 
Caroline McKeown: “1942”, BEST CARPOOL, story time,  



morning practice Starbucks, Life360, Charlie Wallace 
Meredith Murray: BEST CARPOOL, morning practice car  
rides 
Molly and Abby More: spring break in Captiva; 
Ellen Lange: car rides to St. X when you were forgotten 
Courtney McKeown: Kellen’s car, morning practice 
Starbucks, Scotty Buff 
 
Cara Nestor 
University of Cincinnati 
Communications 
Abby: carpool singing, seat in the back, neighbor love 
Noelle: Ur Now the big, school on porch, going 2 same  
school for forever 
Libby: health >>> PS: we visiting OSU 
Molly: making me sit in the front 
Nanette: gym, UO creeps, who will help you out of silly  
situations now? 
Annie: rowing gods, advisory, KY, the balls, apple, BFF 
Kate: bus buddy, porta potty trips, KY, never stop dancing 
Sadie: tuna, donuts, bread winners, Tinkerbelle 
Vicky: never stop ES shenanigans 
Francie: ^^^ PS- I decided 
Lily: Girl! Gonna miss sneaking out of class for you 
Alice: smurfs, ES, Freddie’s 
Ruby: Kool kids, scavenger hunts, mercy 
Alexandra: PLLD, lifeguard training, Gina, car troubles,  
walnut dance, ES (stands for 2 things) 
Bradlee: Halloween, scavenger hunts 
Sammy: toks in ES, rant time 
Ava: Kyle/Susan roasting us, being late 
Maddie: Moran misses us 
 

“Love you, SUA!” - CN 

 
Ashleigh Nieberding 
University of Tennessee 
Knoxville 
Nursing 
Libby Klus, Elizabeth Fredrick: 
my two favorite freshman  
hands down (gym class though) 

Kate McGee, Francie Besl: awkwardly saying hi in the halls 
Megan Lang, Ashley Oaks: the three amigos in field 
hockey 
Ainsley O'Toole: French  Montana on Insta live 
Emma Volkerding: surgery buds  
Brenna Bohan: Country Roads 
Adreanna Oelrich: DREEE  
Caroline Schwartz: screaming 
LC Hines: you saying you won PS: maybe you did (passing  
out) 
Abby Boeing: staring intensely until you said…hey *wink* 
Halle Morgan, Kennedy Dalton, Emily Domingo: my tiktok  
queens 
Clare Schuermann: weird, unusual stares 
Elle Britt: gossip sesh, rides to BBall 
Shamia Strayhorn: rapping all the words to Only w/ grace 
Caitlyn Hyland, Anna Wieging: slam heads on piano,  
tiktoks 
Claudia Deters: guy laying in yard 
Margo Kelley, Paige Warden: awk car rides PS: sorry about  
my music 
Emma Wilking: favorite goalie bud 
 
Sylvie O’Connor 
Miami University 
Marketing 
Mary O’Connor: Hank, Lakisha, my room (your new den) 
Teà Sabin: my hospitality, Timofai 
Ella Weber: St X. basketball games 
Grace LaFountain: our pep rally dance 
Kathy and Carol Schulte: late night car rides, Tucker,  
Trevor, Non-dog’s convertible, Mitch, Owen 
Emma Lohrer: lake trips, always being tanner than me 
Claudia Deters: St. X baseball games that we never went  
to, headstands, design class 
Ivey Stocks: Donovan (Mary’s bf), advisory, IHM bus rides 
Syd Majick: Eli, IHM glory days, St. X basketball games 
Gracie and Sam Scheve: our carpool jams, Mary’s singing,  
the neighborhood 
Rory Bradley: advisory, having good taste in music 
Emma Grome: math class, gym class, my volleyball skills 
Ruby Britt and LC Hines: design class and our talks 
Shamia Strayhorn: our dance moves, advisory, advisory  
hopping 

 
 
Audrey Oehler 
Florida Southern College 
Marketing 
My Kids: all my love and affection 
Luci, Sara, Catie: our carpool 
Carlotta D: Jimmy, Sybil, and Dominique, the bowling team 
Catie S: the title of Mama Turtle 
Mya N: iced coffee 
Ellie Debrunner: the costume house 
Dmitry: calling in the middle of the night, MGG, frogs 
Mazie Knight: all my common sense 
Bowling Ladies: falling Josie 
Josie: falling on the lanes, pocket trumpet 
Megan D: Ms. Jennings 
Ms. Adkins: my adoration 
Moira: my sanity 
Brie, Alyssa: Anime Club 
Laura: Dmitry, microwave meals 
Ms. Lea: memories of me coming to ES 
Ms. Woodall: a marble in my jar 
Ms. Jennings/Hinkel: love for your dogs! 
 

 
 

“Don't let ‘What ifs’ rule your time in high school.” - AO 

 



Olivia Oliverio 
University of Cincinnati 
Nursing 
Sara Bower: Carina’s driving, nerf guns, Dewey’s taco 
pizza,  
advisory 
Anna Spinney: Carina’s driving 
Ellie Ramer: my knee brace and soccer traditions 
Kaitlyn Cengia: Carina, soccer traditions and talks with  
Dave 
Carina: mom and dad, carpool, and homework answers 
The Class of 2021: Senior Tea, May Crowning, Senior  
Prom, traditional graduation, all senior events, and the final 
three months of senior year 
Great Betz: soccer traditions 
Hope Metzger: soccer traditions 
Emma Lohrer: Guima and Andy 
Grace Kessler: the center mid 
Katie Neeb: soccer traditions and goal celebrations 
 
Gabriella Olsen 
 
Ellie Olson 
University of Notre Dame 
Business 
Emma Voelkerding: country music, dunkin, car rants, me  
being late 24/7, brenna haha 
Brenna Bohan: jax, breakfast dates, streaks 
Abby Boeing: tom, dart, towels!! 
Kennedy Dalton: renegade dance, love of bball!!! 
Shamia Strayhorn: chick fil a, my starting position (haha  
kidding) 
Elle Britt: a spot on my dorm floor, your boyfriends, getting  
phone taken away 
Ellie Langworthy: guitar class 
Olivia Clever: precalc facetimes 
Adreanna Oelrich: logan & luke, calc, chloe ting, 1d, 
insomnia 
Leah Paul: mudslides, tailgating, cocoa, manu lopez 
Reese Abercrombie: the hood, best shotgun rider, coffee,  
rex, all my love 
Katie Hoog: orange juice, birthday balloons 
Carly Hoog: making sure katie’s awake, my road rage,  

kickball 
Natalie Hubert: advisory, grammymamima, ainsley, park  
services, lolo 
Peyton Allen: karaoke, hope squad, crashing livs party 
Lucy Nusekabel: jumping jacks, apple watch alarm,  
flashman 
Ellie Burns: grade school valedictorian 
Student-Body Presidents: announcements ;) 
 
Claire Osterfeld 
University of 
Kentucky 
Alivia Hyland: being too 
crazy for anyone to fully  
understand 
Hollyn Shumrick: 
carpool 
Sloane Osterfeld: being sisters but not friends and it being  
really awkward when you show up in the same outfit 
 
Sarah Paeltz 
 
Lily Paff 
University of Louisville 
Music Therapy 
Lucy Nusekabel: unlimited hugs and visits to UofL, Hey  
Kids 
Megan Knapke: H2T, advisory 
Mary Schroeder: carpool, Geena Davis 
Anna Nappi: veal cutlets 
Claire Haverkamp: MT animals 
Reilly Dolan: mini babies, furbies, my worries for you, my  
heart 
Julia Enwright: glitter and your glitter spoon 
Lucy Lawler and Allie Huesman: iconic duo award 
Meredith Peck: my subpar dancing skills 
Momo Greenwell: weird memories of backstage 
Kinsey Kovar: all my love and support 
Fiona Mack and Mirabelle Zimmerman: every memory of  
sua theatre, my heart 
Abby Mentzel: unlimited visits to UofL, all my love 
 

“SUA: Thank you for everything you’ve taught me, and 
for shaping me into the person that I am today. There 
are people I would never have met, and opportunities I 
never would have obtained without you. Thank you, I’ll 
miss you(-:” - LP 

 
Clare Pitstick 
The University of Dayton 
Chemical Engineering 
Grace Lafountain (aka Bella aka horse girl): deep talks and  
cries, random and weird tiktoks, letters, cookies, light  
trots around the mezz, saran wrap, H2O mermaids, and  
last minute car jams before swim meets 
Adreanna Oelrich: these days, long car rides at 5am, the  
love of mason, OJCL, senior letters that never got read, the 
Argalnauts, and Latin tea 
Alivia Hyland (aka Lewis): food drive videos, “wow look at  
that…thumbs up”, swimming in the boys’ lane, “what’s  
going on ON” 
Scavvy Car: coke and mentos, cake, and hot dogs 
Caroline Schwartz and Arianna Beltsos (aka will): state  
car rides, my leftover food, and swimming tag 
Sophia Dugan: scholarship essays and piano recitals; 
Argalnauts: endless water spitting, and last minute  
 planning 
Sophia Garver: cookies and summer nanning 

 
 
Claire Prather 
University of Cincinnati 
Communication Design 
Shamia Strayhorn: the front seat, the trash in my car,  
fighting, ultimate frisbee 
Cali Nyah: the backseat of my car, the trash bag in my car,  



Lizzo, ultimate frisbee 
Grace Kaiser: a new tall friend, no more short jokes, Bird 
Kelsey Mangold: sarcasm, Bird 
Anna Geiger and Sam Mrusek: thanks for being my  
children, Kayla 
The XC and Track teams: the best races, great memories,  
a lot of hard work, laughs, fun and most importantly  
friendships. Also Bird, Sarah, Olivia, and Elizabeth 
Alyse Rogers (aka the best lil sis): advisory, the pictures of 
ourselves we drew on, the best three years 
Reese Lynn: Kate 
Gracie Reisman: Mr. Simcoe and Earth Club 
The wall in Mr. Nicaise's room: the art squads memories 
My SUA sisters: continue to enjoy your time at sua. Don't  
take anything for granted, it goes by fast! 

 
 

“Thank you Saint Ursula Academy for allowing me to 
grow into the woman I am today. To all of my sua 
sisters, do not take any time for granted, it'll be over 
before you know it. Thank you to my second home, I 
will miss you!” - CP 

 
Anna Pritchard 
Miami University Oxford 
Nursing 
Dre Oelrich: singleton, calculator with clouds on it, deep 
facetime talks, prayer, hugs and genuine friends that love 
you for who you are 
Kaley Worthley: your mom, hugs in the hallways, 1-10, and 
driving home from xc 
Ruby Britt and Caroline Earls: FUSIAN GANG & my XC 
Legacy, deep talks in the lobby, ice baths and our boy 
problems, gummy bears, scooter rides in the parking lot 
Lauren Stefanski: church, crying, tutor sessions before 
track, guitar, the golf courses and skyline dip 

Sydney Boosveld: XC piggy back rides and hugs and how 
ya doin’?’s in the hallways 
Caroline Caudill: your crazy sister, library lunches, vampire 
diaries and sneaking food into the study room 
Cara Cavanagh: Bird, XC mems, hugs, good deep talks, and 
future xc captain 
Grace Milton: my long car rides and the deep talks, Blue 
Gatorades and snickers, leadership and encouragement 

 
 

“I love you guys, take care, I will come back, promise. 
New students, don't ever take for granted your time. 
Love, Pritch” - AP 

 
Mackenzie Pulte 
University of Cincinnati 
Honors Business 
Emma Avila: in charge of Mock 
Trial team ragers 
KT Headley: my spot as oldest 
sister in the family and family 
dinners 
Caroline Earls: being the most 
annoying yet funniest 
 

“Never take anything for granted. You are blessed 
with amazing girls and a great school so enjoy it while 
it lasts.” - MP 

 
Liza Ragland 
The University of Colorado Boulder 
Environmental Studies 
Molly Ragland: 7:59am school arrivals every day, the 
family name, 4Runner gang, my rants, ear plugs for John 
and Chloe, Coffee Emporium, many facetimes, our parking 

spot, your bad sense of humor, your lanyard for lunch, a 
key to my dorm room and many expected visits 
Maggie Stagnaro: weekly car rides, Jacob, our mothers, 
Hughie’s annoyance with us, Luke Farty, instagram memes, 
Marcy, Fhockey, our lunch table, a key to my dorm room 
Alexandra, Maggie, Ruby, Lucy: Justin, Mock, many visits 
to Boulder 
Millie Browner: Lil sis, family rep, farmland 
Maggie, Kate, Molly: Stagland family rep! 
Francie Besl: Jacob, constant teasing/laughs, my ripstik 
Charlotte Maliborski, Shelby Flynn, Clare Schuermann: 
Laura and ARodd, scavenger hunt list 
Adriana: Laura, Mr. Singleton, Molly 
Sadie, Alexandra, and Ava: Kyle and Susan 
Kate and Annie McGee: my parking spot (you just took it 
early 
 
Jillian Ray 
The Ohio State University 
Health and Rehabilitation Sciences / Pre-Med 
Sophia Dugan: full control over Depoe's advisory 
Izzy Mitchell: your calculator, a year’s worth of Dunkin 
munchkins 
Maggie Tegtmeyer: unlimited supply of vanilla almond 
butter 
Claire Dillard: a season without yellow cards 
Alexandra Fredrick and Ava Zins: the defensive line 
Mary Boschert: Temple Grandin and her cows 
Erin Platz: the infamous stomach model and new knees 
SUA Lacrosse: a never-ending supply of bagels and a 
season of very temperamental Cincinnati weather 
 
Rebecca Reddy 
 
Kaylee Ruesink 
Bowling Green State University 
Marketing 
Kayleigh: the nickname of Kaylee^2 
Luci H and Sara S: the title of my two favorite hufflepuffs 
Katie M and Rosie S: Mischief Managed is in good hands 
Courtney: the front seat on the way to school, all my old 
stuffed animals, and sleeping in the car on the way to 
school 



Emma Thomas: memories of talking on discord till 2 am 
Katie A: my SASEAS school clothes 
Riley Hess: my horrible boy talking skills 
Rebecca: my Ultimate playlist that we listen to 
Elle Mader: the title to call others children since you’re my 
daughter 
Claire W: the title of the middle to big sis 
Lily Coughlin: all of our ultimate themed practices 
Meghan D: my concert choir sheet music/ recording skills 
Sydney G: our horrible tiktok dances 
Hana W and Sophia B: Mr. Brown’s guitar class 
 
Leah Rupp 
University of Cincinnati 
Biology 
Natalie Hein: the official title of “Best Lil Sis,” extremely 
dumb tiktoks, snapchatting in the wee hours of the 
morning, my terrible singing voice, Spencer Reid, nodding 
even though you don’t know what I’m saying, and 
questionable advice/role modeling 
Carlotta Datillo, Natalie Hein, and Yasmeen Porter: wild 
front of house memories, including my program anxiety :) 
Kennedy Dalton: the carpool, a better taste in music than 
me, and my random rants 
Sydney Majick and Quincy MacCutcheon: my little brother, 
Landen, and my permission to tease him, if necessary 
Erin Patsfall: knowledge of all of my embarrassing 
childhood phases (purple, 5sos, etc. to name a few) and 
that dress of yours that I still haven’t given back… 
AP Calc girls: your ginormous brains, algerobics, and all of 
our quotient rule songs 
 
Lilly Schaefer 
University of South Carolina 
Kate Hummel: morning carpool 
Lily Clare Hines: the Ave and Court, carpool, our “fights,” 
pre-game dancing, field hockey roomies 
Maggie S, LC H, Ashley O, Adreana O, Lily D, Megan L, 
Sophia N, Abby M, Shelby F, Clare S, Charlotte M: the 5k 
wave, flow drill, water verve dance, TOE 
Maggie Stagnaro: backup for the backups on corners 
Megan Lang: hair braiding the team, headbands 
Charlotte Maliborski: advisory, field hockey practices 

Kate Stagnaro, Kate Fisher: best big sis/lil sis trio, advisory 
Reese Lynn, Brooke Hunn, Maria Martini, Marie Kaine: 
how far I’ll go, bunny conversations 
Marie Mechley, Michelle Carter: physics partners, lab 
perfectionists 
 
Charlotte Schiff 
University of Cincinnati 
Undecided in the College of Arts and Sciences 
I leave every student at SUA happiness and the hope that 
everyday feels better than the last 
 
Teddi Schiller 
University of Cincinnati 
Marketing and Fashion 
Studies 
Abby Mentzel: joe exotic, ted 
bundy, unlimited nights in 
Clifton, constant advice and 
gossip, my heart 
Julia Brockmann: 2017 ford 
focus and all my trash, my 
broken morning alarms, 
unlimited visits next year 
Lucy Jennings: fire, a diamond ring, dorm room snuggles 
Ellee Mason: palm coast, Maddie, Andrew from basic 
training, visits up in Clifton whenever 
Jade Freeman: the blind, Brandon 
Reese Abercrombie: my entire heart 
Reilly Dolan: forever support in your mental breakdowns 
and follower on tiktok 
Megan Mancini: jimmy- he’s all yours 
Megan Lang: Sara Utecht 
 

“To the future graduating classes of SUA, enjoy the 
small things and celebrate being a senior. If any of us 
could go back and have another day at school or 
hearing 2010 pop hits at a dance, we would. Don't take 
SUA for granted and participate, get involved, get to 
know your classmates, teachers, and administration.” 
- TS 

 
 
 

Emmy Schmidt 
University of Louisville 
Nursing 
Mia Meinhardt and Anna Mussman: the dive team and all 
my diving abilities 
Grace McMahon and Karlee Hissett: our library table 
Lucy Nusekabel: all my lit books 
Madison Dietrich: the tiktoks we shared in math class 
Rachel Zeller: all my wisdom and good luck 

 
 
Jordan Schneider 
Spalding University 
Business 
Danielle Schneider: loud 
music, tennis, tiktok queens, 
door hinges, UNO 
Sydney Boosveld: soccer 
practice and speedy freezes; 
Anna Geiger, Sam Mrusek, 
Marissa Rouse, Grace 
Leuenberger, Emily Domingo: 
my kids, LaRosas, the truck, 
daily lunch, playing UNO 
Tara Pund: senior night letter, game day car rides, daily 
lunch visits 
Grace Kessler and Tatum Scanlon: pregame car rides, 
“don’t let grace have the aux” 
Ella Smith: #GK’sforlife 



Katie Neeb: who let the dawgs out, Spanish, bang energy 
drinks, endless car rides, ITS GAME DAY 
Caroline Gallagher: Clarissa, street fireworks, pool parties, 
cheesecake factory, cookie deliveries, Clay, Spanish, St.V 
festival 
Ella Pollock: LaRosas date, trip to the park, thanks for 
being the best, come visit anytime 
Lauren Pollock: gym class, LaRosas date, Colerain soccer 
game, Easter egg hunt (I win) 
Ellie Burns, Reese Lynn, Rachel Weidner: iggy basketball 4 
life #mostlyundefeated 
 

“Cherish every day here because you quite literally 
never know when it could be taken away from you.” - JS 

 
Mary Schoeny 
 
Isabella Scholtes 
 
Ellie Schulte 
The Ohio State University 
Health Sciences 
Caroline and Kathryn: Trevor, silent morning car rides, 
being Tucker’s 2nd fav, not my room, being Noni’s go to 
person for phone calls 
Carol and Kathy’s friends: all my love and affection 
Ellie Kleeman: physical fights 
Sophia Hudepohl: your dogs, driving me to McDonalds, 
advisory, sleepover in your parents’ room, when you John 
Cena’d me 
Emma Grome: Minneldawg, John M, Threm, driving 
golfball, egg drop 
Marie Mechley: PALS! Being my math tutor 
Quincy: advisory, when you let me borrow your spandex, 
and best little sis award 
Otter: family dinner at my house with Speese, my brand; 
Annaleise: sleeping on my pillow with me at the 
tournament 
Gracie Reisman: my spot as Cora’s fav 
Mary O’Connor: Owen 
Mac Reilly: hubby 
Isabella, Ella, Regan: backing into Sophia’s car 
 

Mary Sebastian 
Marquette University 
Nursing and Education 
Eva Pappano and Reilly Somerville: amazing little sis 
Rae Wilcox: directing lab 
Gabby Baptist: advisory :)  
Mirabelle Zimmerman: JAHSP aka farm girl 
Marie Mechley: sweetest, jeep 
Reese Abercrombie: old lady hair and makeup 
Megan Mancini: SUP and granny hair 
Anna Nappi: ana, theater 
Sadie Taylor: cloud buddy 
Sophia Dugan: SUAGE 
Nicola Settle: biology and cute laugh 
Elizabeth Volk: bef, biology 
Claire Haverkamp: too many laughs, downtown driving 
Allie Huesman: favorite target child 
Fiona Mack: ioner, favorite kroger child 
 

“Thank you SUA for the most amazing four years of 
my life! I hope everyone enjoys the time they have 
because it goes so fast!!” - MS 

 
Mary Shaffer 
University of Virginia 
Emma: UK shirt I will probably never return 
Otter: senior with team, dealing with speice 
Speice: dealing with otter;  
Gracie: JOE 
Hooter: aux in carpool to games, CADEN DAVIS, a bed on 
the floor in my dorm @UVA 
Ivey: “Hi Ivey”  
Dilly and Maggie: library classroom 
Norah: advisory fun 
Ainsley O'Toole: my tiktok account 
 
Allie Siefke 
Northern Kentucky University 
Education 
Ava Siefke: front seat in my car, olv legacy 
Emma Grome: key to my dorm, volleyball seniority, first 
dibs at team meal, my lunch table 

Annaleise Rammes: positionals with Joe, my locker, key to 
my dorm 
SUAVB: locker room shenanigans, morning film and 
breakfast 
Eden Oaks: Elsbrock advisory 
Gracie Reisman: my job as chauffeur 
 

“Time flies by in this wonderful place. Enjoy it while it 
lasts!” - AS 

 
Delaney Smith 
Lipscomb University 
Education 
Mac: family, car rides to school, carpool karaoke, so many 
hugs, morning workouts, everything in the entire universe 
Otter and Speese: car rides to games listening to variety of 
music 
Emma Grome: Otter and Speese 
Lily Bien: all of the acting warm-ups we can't do 
Bridget Brus: all the smiles in the world 
Hooter: all my love 
 
Emelyn Smith 
 
Paige Smith 
Saint Louis University 
Environmental Science 
Eva Finni: I leave you the joint custody of the booth and the 
trips to IHOP, you are now in charge of them don’t fail me 
Bryn Connelly: I leave you a fedora, I’m sorry you know I 
had to do it to them 
Luci Hittle: I leave you all the fanny packs in the world and 
you have custody of the booth with Eva, treat them well 
Brooke Hunn: I leave you Daniel and booth chicken wings, 
may our trash can recover 
 
Caroline Stacey 
The Ohio State University 
Shamia Strayhorn: our super fun advisory and everyone in 
it 
Ainsley O’Toole: my brother and all of the advisory snacks 
Margaux Begehr: Stella French  



Devyn Stoddard 
 
Ellie Summers 
The Ohio State University 
Engineering 
Cara Cavanaugh and Caroline Earls: grandma’s birthday, 
little sisters, easy days 
Maddie Gillock, Mia Meinhardt, Josie Pedoto, and Maggie 
and Camryn Simonson: the un-air-conditioned carpool and 
occasional rants 
Izzy Mitchell: personal care drive 
Lucy Nusekabel: bad jumping jacks and ray man 
Riley Dolan: Ms. Scoville’s advisory 
 
Kat Sweeney 
Oklahoma City University 
Musical Theatre, Vocal Performance 
SUAVE: soft cookies 
Claire Haverkamp: award for best google meet calling 
Anna Nappi: yogurt and award for your facial expressions 
Reilly Dolan: I don’t even know what to give you 
Mirabelle Zimmerman: early permission slips 
Momo Greenwell: award for mt superstar in the making 
 
Reese Talty 
The Ohio State University 
Criminology 
Anna Nappi: car rides home from theater, bruegger’s, and 
pumpkin loaves 
Claire Havercamp: the suave dance warmups, 
DeeAnnBrille, and King Swaii 
Nicola Settle: hydroflasks, your hugs, the position of treat 
patrol chief officer 
Fiona and Emmy: each other and your awkward jokes I 
never understand - I will actually miss you both;  
Mirabelle Zimmerman: the guard in 12 AJs, the suave 
yoga warm ups 
Sophie Garret: the porter advisory 
Sammy Estes and Lucy Moore: ES, Ms. Balz and Ms. Balz 
 

“Thank you for the last amazing 4 years!” - RT 

  

Emma Thomas 
 
Evie Thomsen 
University of Dayton 
Izzie Thomson: my room 
 
Sidney Triggs 
University of Tennessee 
Biomedical Engineering 
Mya Johnson-Dunn: fashionable looks and great hair 
Shamia Strayhorn: all the laughs and attitude 
 

“Take advantage of all of the opportunities and always 
stay present.” - ST 

 
Jewel Troutman 
 
Lily Valentino-Vilaboy 
Boston University 
Political Science 
Shamia Strayhorn: a game of P.I.G.  
Claire Dillard: the real Roman 
Kennedy Dalton, Abby Boeing, Emily Domingo, Emma 
Voelkerding, Halle Morgan: the ambulance gurney  
Elle Britt: a pair of new kneepads 
Greta Boettcher: one of my healthy ankles 
 
Bailey Venard 
Bellarmine University 
Exercise Science 
Elyssa Venard: morning dunkin runs, driving emsley to 
school, and my spot in the parking lot 
SUAVB: Cha-Cha and family dinners 
Lauren Otten and Annaleise Rammes: after school 
workouts 
Ava Siefke: Ms. Mckee’s advisory and Elyssa 
 
 
 
 
 

Anna Voelkerding 
Xavier University 
Accounting, Business 
Analytics 
Emma Voelkerding: silent 
morning rides, Thomas 
Rhett, jam sessions 
Caroline & Courtney 
McKeown: car rides to St. X, 
country music, Starbucks, 
rant sessions 
Abby Moore: CMC 
Gracie Scheve & Lily Clare 
Hines: Ms. Utecht & Brad, 
Margaritaville, Avery the MC, Taylor King 
Gloria Knight: USA, red bull 
Cara Cavanaugh: Ms. Depoe, Brandon 
Mardawgs: races to St. X, Brad & Dave, doubles, Panera; 
Aquadawgs: scavvy, backpack Yoda, baby Albert 
 

“Thanks SUA for helping build friends that will last 
past high school! You have truly formed us to be 
thinkers, leaders, nurturers, and propheted dedicated 
to building a better world!” - AV 

 
Graceyn Wagner 
Ohio State University 
Fashion Merchandising 
Lily DeZarn, Maggie 
Stagnaro, Clare 
Schuermann, Abby More, 
Megan Lang, Sophia 
Nugent, Dre Oelrich, Ashley 
Oaks, Shelby Flynn, 
Charlotte Meliborski, LC 
Hines: A state 
championship that will 
prove to everyone SUA is 
the best school on this earth. Have the best year yet filled 
with lots of laughs and not too many 5K waves. Dance and 
sing your hearts out in the locker room before every game 
and show Laura and Aarod your fighting effort and love for 
the team. The seniors and I will all miss you so much and 



we will visit as much as we can. TEAM OVER EVERYTHING 
(TOE)! 
Ella Shepard: Represent Park Ridge Place well. Riley and I 
will miss our daily drives to school and your mom’s 
amazingggggg cake pops. Thank you for all the laughs and 
fun times!  
Caroline Earls: Congrats on your cross country and track 
full ride to Tennessee. Riley and I can’t wait to cheer you 
on at your meets. We will miss our car rides and Earls girls 
and Wagner gals family memories. Make sure Tate and 
Will are up to their best behavior. 
 

"Live moves pretty fast.  If you don't stop and look 
around once in a while, you could miss it." (Ferris 
Bueller) - GW 

 
Riley Wagner 
Ohio University 
Meteorology 
Caroline Earls: 
Phoebe the big red 
convertible punch 
bug, my SoundCloud 
playlist, every 
Summit boy ever, my 
crawfish and the 
right to hold Ben 
Habel’s crawfish 
funeral, my road rage 
and frustration with 
red lights, and 
shotgun when I go 
tornado chasing 
Samantha Vogeler: anything you ever need and more, and 
a drive over to Cleves whenever Zach’s loud Madden rages 
start to annoy you :) 
Anna Geiger, Gracie Scheve, Grace Milton, Caitlyn Hyland, 
Madeline Maginnis, Kennedy Rugless: an absolutely 
amazing 2021 track season with lots of PRs and fun 
memories at Walnut, Minecraft walk warm ups, saaah, and 
all my love and best wishes 
Madelyn Wessel: my love for doctor dodgeball; 
Nathalie Ehrler: an amazing high jump season 

Cara Cavanaugh and Ruby Britt: a great senior year XC 
season, I love you both so much 
 

“Cherish the memories, friendships, and the days you 
spend at Saint Ursula Academy, because you truly 
never know how much of a blessing SUA is before it's 
over.” - RW 

 
Alexis Walter 
The University of Pittsburgh 
Mechanical Engineering 
Anna Belesi: my entire last brain cell, 3 am tears over lit, 
the for you page on tiktok, visits to E103 
Ms. Adkins: Pride and Prejudice, Anna's 106 research 
cards, failed Beowulf paragraphs, @darcylicious.memes on 
instagram 
Sara Salem: TX, Devon, all my Adam Driver pictures, 
impulsive decisions 
Adreanna Oelrich: Slader, E103, covering our desks with 
gum wrappers, trig quizzes  
My 2019 South Dakota trip girlies: sunsets, stargazing, 
and David 
Reilly Dolan: Furbies, tiktok clout, depop, babies 
Elise and Emma Gerding: Columbia Parkway 
Paige Smith: every Star Wars movie except for The Rise of 
Skywalker 
Julia Raines, Reilly Somerville: TX, naps in the green room 
Cedes Lagdameo, Abby Mentzel: Devon 
Lorelei Anello: Scoville Advisory, egirls, pink hair 
Julia Anello, Lucy Greweling, Lilli Krueger: Laura Dern, 
Bernie Sanders, Greta Gerwig, twitter drama 
Mr. Vogel: identity theft 
 

Reilly Walter 
Savannah College of Art and Design 
Illustration and Design 
Lucy Nusekabel: the iconic swivel chair in Mrs. Arling’s 
room 
Megan Lang: the CCC and lead it with pride  
Norah Meisch: Ms. Balz’s jewelry supplies 
Holland Howe: the bulldog suit - strut it sista! 
Adeline Palvin: lunchtime rants with Ms. Balz 
Macy Creech: Lil sis, making sure Mrs. Baker does the 
splits at least once in advisory 

Ingrid Schonburg: to be responsible for calling Addie 
Adeline 
 

“High School Musical 01:32:19” - RW 

 
Sarah Watts 
University of Cincinnati 
Pre-Physical Therapy 
Emma Ankenbaur: the life of a multi-sport athlete 
Lauren Ayer, Ellie Vonderhaar: lane 5 forever babies 
Ellie Kleeman: a new attitude, the carpool, control of the 
aux  
Kathryn Schulte: XC vibes, WOP, to become a mother of 
someone during XC so I can be a grandmother, wolfie, 
goulash 
Marie Kaine: Mr. Strubbe’s love (we both know he won’t 
love you as much, but it’ll do), a cookie as promised 
Adreanna Oelrich: the spiderman towels 
Caroline Earls: the gift of speed 
Reese Lynn: our favorite word, XC vibes, my number so 
you can still tell me everything in your life 
Kristen Hammond: cottage cheese, an adult diaper 
Caroline Schulte: my love ;), my phone so you can still take 
all selfies like you normally do 
 

Lindsey Weber 
United States Air Force Academy 
Mech: P90x with all of Tony’s weird sayings… personal fav: 
“Wait till you hear the number only” and morning breakfast 
after a hard workout 
Carlee* and Grace: the lookout spot, many car rides left on 
river road, a table in the library for morning talks, special 
tik-toks late at night, and surprise patio talks 
Ella: the lone representer of the Weber clan at SUA, take 
care of Jo when she gets her! THE U 
Cam and Maggie: a new carpool on river road, Saylor Park 
Coffee house, except please order anything besides coffee 
because gross 
SUA Softball:  a winning season next year! 
SUA: no more Corona! 



 
 

Whitney Wells 
Depauw University 
Kinesiology 
Tatum Scanlon, Grace Leuenberger, Rylie Postel: 
DEFENSE on 3…, keep up the good work!! 
Rylie Postel: party rocker jamz, Defender and track bae, 
Dakota’s bed lol 
Hope Metzger: lowest GPA on the team:), Man Klay lol 
Katie Neeb: NEVER stop your after goal celebrations 
Greta Betz: the next Anna #twins haha 
SOCCER TEAM: Hallelujah, Themed Thursdays, game day 
braids, pregame parties, practice LOTS of PKs ha, PLS win 
state  
Carina Oliverio: Contemporary Issues and women’s health, 
thanks for all the junior class tea 
Emma Lohrer: Anna’s car (thanks for the rides back to your 
house in it), your pantry  
Izzy Mitchell: BUNBURY  
Anna Geiger and Gracie Scheve: the track - THANK U for 
an awesome track season!!  
Ava Wiehe: ADVISORY with Mrs. Miller AND her new baby! 
ALL juniors: DON'T take your senior year for granted!!!! 
 
Sidney Werle 
 
 
 
 
 

Rose Widmeyer 
The Ohio State University 
Nursing 
Abby Ferman: ENDLESS energy/laughter, coffee runs, the 
DRIVER’s seat, slaps (and hugs:), Gunner’s sunroof, Selah, 
SGS sunsets, din-din, crazy adventures 
Maggie Braun: running buddy! Avery’s weirdness, white 
fingers, dinosaur arms, Jimmy-kun and croissants:) 
Avery Stewart: Marge’s weirdness, Grace Vanderwaal, my 
short dresses;), hotel tag  
Audrey Kirwin: BEST CARPOOL, my wifey, singing 
extremely loud to car music, Abby & squish:) 
Ellen Scott: bad driving, XC hehe, spitting on each other, 
membean assistance 
Nathalie Ehrler: indecisiveness, deep car conversations, 
driving! 
Kelsey Mangold, Deirdre Carroll, Grace Kaiser: you raise 
me up, go to court, the team<3 
LC (lily) Hines: sarcastic comments & GAA Board 
Ruthie Ferman: ABBY, passive aggressive carpool silence;) 
Grace Wessel & Mary Clare (Moose) Momper: BEST LIL 
SISSIES EVER<3 
Mia Borch: back massages/big hugs:) 
XC/Track: BIRD 
 

“Truly the best four years of my life, enjoy every 
moment of it<3” - RW 

 
Kylie Wolever 
University of Dayton 
Adolescent to Young 
Adult Education / 
Integrated Social Studies 
Mary Anhofer: parking spot 
33, morning rants, Starbucks 
on Reading Rd., and loud music 
Reese McNulty and Reena Donofe: Mr. Fleming’s Advisory 
and extra treats 
Abby Mentzel: Germany and Mr. Moran’s candy bowl 
 

“Be grateful for every day that you get to spend at 
Saint Ursula because you never know when your time 
here might get taken away..” - KW 

Erika Wong 
The Ohio State University 
Biology / Pre-Medicine 
My past 4 years at Saint Ursula 
Academy embodied great 
educational opportunities, 
additionally with unforgettable 
friendships and memories.  My 
favorite memory: seniors party; 
upper lot of Keller, full of dancing, 
smiling, and giggling; 
togetherness- knowingly one of the last big class events 
we would have together, before the COVID-19 pandemic 
caused the rest of our senior year to become online 
distance learning.  Not the expected ending for our high 
school experience - but realizing the magnitude of love and 
support SUA has provided every one of us daily. To all my 
fellow underclassmen: Continue being women of FAITH, 
INTEGRITY, AND COURAGE! Carry on the SUA spirit just 
like the Class of 2020 will- going onto the next chapter of 
our lives. SUA SISTERHOOD is truly strong!! I wouldn’t 
trade anything…for ALL my SUA sisters. Once a bulldog, 
always a BULLDOG! 
 

“Thank you so much for everything you have offered to 
help me become the best person I could be.  I would 
not be where I am today without the never-ending love 
and support from the SUA community. It was an honor 
to spend my past 4 years at the best high school in the 
country! Go BULLDOGS!!!” - EW 

 
Samantha Woodke 
The Ohio State University 
Neuroscience 
Claire: calc homework 
Mary Grace: ln(3) 
Marie: Mr. Strubbe’s magic 8 ball, 17 trees, & smoothies 
Emma: the silent treatment 
Mya: mock trial supremacy 
Mock Trial Team: pina coladas, insomnia cookies, & LOTS 
of bagels 
Katie: car rants 
Maggie: a better spot in the locker room 



Charlotte: encounters with the police & other carpool 
shenanigans 
Mollaun Advisory: treats 
Husch and Madeline: the sportsmetrics legacy 
Lax Team: corona immunity :( 
Gracie & LC: cardigans & trips downtown 
 

Sydney Wright 
University of Kentucky 
Neuroscience 
Abby Mentzel: H&M food trips, best hugs, monkey 
makeup, mom & dad, getting ready for the dance at my 
house, you will forever be my favorite person at that school 
ILY 
Megan Mancini: RUSSIANS 
Lucy Jennings: vitamin water 
Reilly Dolan: bathroom deep talks, Olivia's house 
Reese Abercrombie: unicorn mask! 
Jade Freeman: leader of the blind 
Kate Schroeder: Drowsy hair! 
Elizabeth Volk: pre-calc, biotech, forensics, theater! 
Arianna Beltsos, Caroline Schwartz: goofing off at 
practice, skirrrting out of SUA parking lot LOL, car jams, 
Starbucks, Avery 
Alivia Hyland: old carpool bud, 6 figures by Justin Roberts, 
odd sounds in the hallways  
Emma Wilking, Libby Boehmer: best freshman from swim 
Emma Ankenbauer, Adreanna Oelrich, Ellie Vonderhaar: 
SCAVY 
Jessa Roettker: swim, Bethany House 
Reena Donofe: forensics, AVA 
Emma Atwell: carpool bud, real talk 
Reese Mcnulty: only one getting me through design 
 

“I never thought I would miss Saint Ursula until the 
moment it was gone forever. Cherish every day...even 
the bad ones.” - SW 

 
Grace Yi 
Boston College 
Neuroscience 
Audrey Kirwin: my 
sister & my speed 
Grace Kaiser: Nathalie 
and the Grace legacy  
Deirdre Carroll: my 
ACT watch, shades to 
block out the haters  
Mia Borcherding & Rachael Zeller: my boyfriends, an 
injury-free season  
Nathalie Erhler: my dogs, our handshake, lettuce, mall 
outfits, carrots, a new bed, bedtime stories, more screen 
time, healthy shins 
Caitlyn Hyland: my piano skillz  
Kelsey Mangold: rising stars 
Nathalie Hubert: cold wheels  
Maggie Braun and Avery Stewart: will 
Reilly Dolan: robots 
Adreanna Oelrich: my birthday, talks about protests in 
class 
Sammy Estes: advisory  
Marygrace Fagan: that last week of physics  
Cara Cavanaugh: our parents  
Gracie Scheve: my knee lift and a healthy groin  
Sydney Gardner & Cedes Lagdameo: lifting gossip, Tom, 
Tom's son, my shoes, hammer throw  
all xc sophs: pat 
 

“Carpe every Diem.” - GY 

  
Ariel Yoshitomi-Gray 
Queen's University 
Honors Health Sciences 
Sophia Dugan and Caitlyn Clements: Dave and his child, 
“COACH”, Clars, NSSLs 
Sophia Dugan and Cara Cavanaugh: wyo til we dyo, Mrs. 
Depoe 

Abby Lockard: backstroke and the scavy car 
Emma Avila: authority over the advisory 
Alivia Hyland: Ben, Cold Brew, and the hand thing 
Caitlyn Clements: my senior authority (finally no longer my 
freshman), Cooper, all my marlins shirts, and the Devine 
brothers 
Sophia Dugan: the 
wfac (rip), my whistle, 
my locker at x, the 
purple tree, the 
kickboard tower, blue 
1, mid-distance, my 
seadragons caps, 
sans, jomf, pcy, slide 
parties, the diving 
board, udf, the 
Walters, papa john 
and papa johns, the 
rice purity test, and 
Louisville 
 

Cate Zentmeyer 
University of Michigan 
Business 
Mia Borcherding: my horrible driving, Oceanman 1 hour 
loop, your brother’s Instagram profile photoshoot, very odd 
midnight texts, and my hope that you are smarter than me 
in high school 
Courtney Loew, Noelle Shiffert, Arianna Beltos: all my 
embarrassing stories, a key to my dorm 
Julia Brockmann: MW 
Elsbrock Advisory: more treats next year, the advisory 
playlist 
Sara Dilonardo: the wild time we are going to have in 
Germany next year 
Arianna Beltos: Gabe and Alexander <3 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


